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Dear ISCM members and friends,

Award: The Institute of Shopping
Centre Management Student
Award 2020/21

Today, our world is increasingly challenged by the interplay of
crises and complex disruptions. As a result, we see a resurgence
in the word “resilience” in the business vocabulary. Organisation
resilience refers to an organisation’s ability to recover quickly after a
shock. However, recovery should not be the end goal. Truly resilient
organizations tend to bounce back in better shape and thrive.

The Institute of Shopping Centre
Management Student Award 2020/21
presentation was held on 13 May 2022,
after a long-delay due to the outbreak
of Covid-19.

CSR: ISCM Ration Day Event
As part of the initiatives of ISCM AntiOmicron Fund, our Institute launched
the ISCM Ration Day Event at Home of
Love on 7 May 2022.
04 Market Update

HKFORT Report: Hong Kong
Restaurants to Thrive with
Technology
A HKFORT report suggests that industry
players in order to come back strong
should explore a new consumer-centric
and diverse operation model as well as
to embrace digital transformation in
the post-pandemic era.
05 Feature Stories

Hong Kong People’s Nostalgia
for the Japanese Sweeping
Goods
Mall operators have been adjusting
their tenant mix to draw in more local
shoppers to boost traffic. More and
more Japanese chains are expected
to take a foothold in the local market
by leveraging Hong Kong people’s
affection for Japan.

Retailing in the Metaverse – Is It
Exclusively Virtual?
In this feature ar ticle, Ms Cathie
Chung, Senior Director of Research, JLL
Hong Kong, introduces the concept of
Metamall as well as the relationship
between the metaverse and the retail
industry.
09 Membership

58
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In May 2022, at the annual meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Switzerland,
the Resilience Consortium was launched bringing together ministers, business leaders
and chiefs of international organisations to build global resilience to crises. The context
and objectives of the Consortium were further explored in a position paper dated Jun
2022 created by Børge Brende, President WEF, and Bob Sternfels, Global Managing
Partner of McKinsey & Company. To build the resilience muscle for organisations, a good
framework with three key actions has been suggested:
Prepare:	Invest ahead by designing flexibility, building buffers, and strengthening
networks and relationships.
Perceive:	Detect the potential disruption early, and plan forward immediately after a
disruption hits.
Propel:	Ensure immediate response, and pivot from rapid response to strategic
actions and accelerate from the new baseline.
While more leaders are now discussing resilience as the essential condition for businesses
and societies, in my opinion, building the resilience muscle on a personal level is equally
important. A growing number of research shows that resilience is one of the most
important personal skills we can learn to prevent stress and depression. What’s more,
it gives us the capacity to live a happier and more fulfilling life. According to Martin
Seligman, often called the “father of positive psychology,” an optimistic attitude is the
first step towards resilience and there are things that optimists do differently.
For example, optimists do not ignore the negative aspects of life. In fact, it is quite the
opposite. When misfortune lands upon an optimist, they tend to quickly move from
thoughts of ‘Why is this happening to me?’ to ‘And now, what can I do?’ Optimists usually
demonstrate proactive behaviours focusing on the aspects of the situation they can control
and work on tasks that they can make an impact on. Furthermore, optimists are able to
recognise the impermanence of time and believe that even if something is irreversible, the
way they feel about it will continue to change and evolve. And of course, optimists tend to
have a good sense of humour that helps diffuse pain.
Other than practising a positive mindset, I would like to share two practical ideas on
what I think would effectively enhance our mental fitness and increase our resilience:
Exercise: Science has proven that the body and the mind are linked thus we can’t
change one without changing the other. Physical activity triggers the reward response
of our brain through the release of endorphins. It also helps reorganise our brain so that
it can better cope with anxiety and stress.
Connect with others: As we are social beings, we need friends and interactions. In fact,
large scale population studies have shown that having just one person in our life with
whom we can connect authentically makes us ten times less likely to feel depressed. It is
therefore important to take the time to cultivate meaningful diverse social relationships.
I would like to close by encouraging all fellow ISCM members and friends to stay positive,
active, and connected. Despite occasional adversity, we can still choose to use it as a
catalyst to reflect, bounce forward and emerge stronger through reinforcing resilience.
Katherine Lo
Director of Membership & Welfare
(2022–2024)
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CPD Webinar: Operation Trend and Strategy
Innovation of Global Shopping Centres
We were delighted to hold our first joint event
with the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Property
Managers (HKCPM) during a webinar on 5th May
2022. The webinar was a CPD (Continuing Professional
Development) accredited course recognised by the
Property Management Services Authority (PMSA),

ISCM Chairman Mr Baldwin Ko shared his views on the rise of
"Welltainment" in the post-pandemic era

and was attended by over 120 participants. It was
titled “Operation Trend and Strategy Innovation of
Global Shopping Centres”, and was presented by Mr
Baldwin Ko, the Chairman of ISCM. Drawing on reallife cases, Mr Ko explained how the mall operators and

retailers have transitioned from "Retailtainment” to
“Welltainment” in the post-pandemic era.
Mall operators have been investing in “retail-tainment
hubs” in shopping malls to draw traffic. Examples
abound in Hong Kong, including the Cup Noodle
Museum in China City, Tsim Sha Tsui and MONOPOLY
DREAMS™ at The Peak Galleria. Mr Ko, however,
pointed out that Hong Kong residents are becoming
aware of the importance of a healthy lifestyle. As such,
“Welltainment” which integrates health and wellness
into the shopping experience, is likely to be the future of
shopping malls.
To conclude the webinar, Mr Ko invited the participants
to think ahead, especially in regards to the radical
changes in consumer behaviour over the course of the
global pandemic. As Mr Ko noted, “the trend of investing
in experience rather than products is encouraging
mall operators and retailers to provide offerings that
suit their demands for entertaining and personalised
experiences. For some retailers, the COVID-19 pandemic
has accelerated previously existing efforts to innovate.
But for many others, it has spurred a great reset of the
way they think about consumers’ needs and the future
of digital commerce.”

Webinar: Electric Vehicle and Charging
Infrastructure in Hong Kong
Mr Vincent Yip, CEO of Cornerstone Technologies,
was invited to speak at our Zoom webinar “Electric
Vehicles and Charging Infrastructure in Hong Kong” on
29 June 2022. Joined by nearly 120 attendees, Mr Yip
discussed the current position and future benefits of
electric vehicles (EV) in Hong Kong. He highlighted the
importance of integrating EVs into society by expanding
the requisite infrastructure and developing a detailed
plan to transform Hong Kong into a low-carbon smart
city. Mr Yip concluded the webinar by sharing the latest
EV Charging Load Management System (LMS) and the
most advanced shopping centre loyalty program for EVdriving customers, which will be crucial to the success of
mall operators and retailers.

Cornerstone Technologies’s CEO Mr Vincent Yip discussed how EVfriendly is crucial to the success of mall operators and retailers
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Award: The Institute of Shopping Centre
Management Student Award 2020/21
ISCM would like to congratulate all students from
Hong Kong’s top universities who won “The Institute of
Shopping Centre Management Student Award 2020/21”
for their academic prestige and analytical excellence
concerning their thoughts on the current state of the
shopping centre management industry in Hong Kong.
The Institute of Shopping Centre Management Student
Award 2020/21 presentation was held on 13 May 2022,
after a long delay caused by the outbreak of COVID-19.
Representatives from ISCM (from photo left), Mr Clement
Tam, Director of Training & Learning; Mr Baldwin Ko,
Chairman and Mr William Chan, Director of Training,
joined the awarded students (middle), Ms Chan See

Nga (1), Ms Ng Tsz Ching (2), Ms Tsui Yuen Ying, Tiffany
(3), and Ms Yau Yiu Lam (4) Ms Yiu Suen Tung, Lydia
( 5 ) and their professors respectively at the award
presentation ceremony.

1

(second right) Ms. Enid Ng. Programme Director, The HKU School of
Professional and Continuing Education

2

(second right) Prof. Yip Ngai Ming, Professor of Housing and Urban
Studies Department of Public Policy, City University of Hong Kong

3

(second right) Dr Ervi Liusman, Lecturer, School of Hotel and
Tourism Management, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

4

(second right) Prof. Eddie Hui, Associate Head (Partnership) and
Professor, Department of Building & Real Estate, The Hong Kong
Poly University

5

Mr Gabriel Lee, HK Ambassador, University College of Estate
Management (second left) and Ms Dione Tse, Business Development
Manager, University College of Estate Management (second right)

CSR: ISCM Ration Day Event
As part of the ISCM Anti-Omicron Fund initiative, our Institute
launched the ISCM Ration Day Event at Home of Love in Sham Shui
Po on 7 May 2022. Our members took this opportunity to connect
with the community, and to show their support to underprivileged
families through food distribution and other supplies.
ISCM set up the Anti-Omicron Fund in early March in a bid to
support the underprivileged communities, as many members of
which have had to stop working during the global pandemic. In
addition to fundraising, the Anti-Omicron Fund donates muchneeded anti-epidemic supplies and food parcels, which are delivered
to those in need with the help of volunteers from our Institute. We
strongly believe that our CSR initiatives are essential for supporting
the community and ensuring that our vision promotes a better
future for everyone.

The ISCM Ration Day Event was launched as part of ISCM
Anti-Omicron Fund initiative. On that day, our Founding
Chairman Ms Maureen Fung, Vice Chairman Mr Chris
Keung, Ms Michelle Lee and Ms Angie Chung joined with our
volunteers to show their support
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HKFORT Report: Hong Kong Restaurants to
Thrive with Technology
COVID-19 has hit the local catering industry hard, as businesses were impacted by some of the most stringent social
distancing requirements worldwide. A recent Hong Kong Federation of Restaurants & Related Trades (HKFORT) report
suggested that industry players should explore a new diversified and consumer-centred operational model to support their
recovery, in addition to embracing a digital transformation in the post-pandemic era.

Local restaurants and bar have been hit hard by the social distancing rules. HKFORT has conducted a research to help identify new opportunities
under the new normal (Internet photo)

To help the industry to overcome its recent challenges,
HKFORT has joined hands with the Executive Master
of Business Administration (EMBA) Alumni Association
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong to carry out a
research project, entitled “2022 New Norms of the PostCOVID Food Service Industry”, which ran from January to
April 2022. The report was released in May 2022, and aims
to identify new opportunities under the new normal. By
integrating new consumer behaviours into their strategic
planning, the industry will be better-placed to make a
strong recovery from the pandemic.

Market: Consumer experience as the core
Amongst the key changes in consumer behaviour
prompted by the pandemic is a marked preference for
takeaway food. According to the report, consumers have a
greater desire for safe and convenient dining experiences.
Therefore, portable and mobile food services will be in
high demand, leading to an acceleration of digitisation
in consumer service. The report suggests that operators
should become more consumer-centric by gaining a
better understanding of customer needs to create a
smooth and seamless experience.

Operation: Elevate the industry through
technological innovation
The longstanding difficulties in recruiting and retaining
staff can be attributed to an unattractive remuneration

package requiring long working hours and a low salary,
a lack of systematic training and promotion pathways,
and limited opportunities for professional development.
The report confirms that a digital transformation will be
essential for the industry to rebuild its image, but the
industry continues to face challenges to technological
advancement. It is vital to train newcomers well, and to
promote the concept of “Smart F&B” (food and beverage)
to encourage sustainable development.

Business: Break through the boundaries of
dining space
In order to remain competitive and meet consumer
expectations, the report suggests that operators
adopt a diverse operational model. This may include
adopting multi-brand strategies or pursuing cross-sector
collaboration. Operators are also advised to explore
new business opportunities in order to maintain agility
and flexibility during potential future crises. In a recent
interview, HKFORT’s Chairman Simon Wong notes that
many of the restaurant owners polled said they could
not afford to invest in any new technology. He urged the
government to offer substantive support to the industry,
as “more companies or enterprises are not able to roll out
new operations.” He added that the sector has already
suffered a HKD 17 billion loss in the first quarter of 2022.
Full Report

click here
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Hong Kong People’s Nostalgia for Japanese Goods
On 11 May 2022, more than 100 people queued outside for the grand opening of the first
Matsumoto Kiyoshi store in apm, Kwun Tong. A similar spectacle occurred when the Japanese
discount chain Don Quijote (Don Don Donki) opened its first outlet in Tsim Sha Tsui’s Mira Place in
2019. The Japanese conveyor belt sushi chain Sushiro continues to attract customers, who arrive
at the restaurant more than an hour in advance to obtain a queue ticket.

Japanese's biggest drugstore Matsumato Kiyoshi opened its first store in apm and sets to to open 30 stores in Hong Kong

Seize the opportunity
Japan is a favoured holiday destination for Hong Kong
residents, who refer to Japan as their “second homeland”.
Hong Kong shoppers have a special love for Japanese
products for their high quality and reasonable prices.
Amid sweeping travel restrictions, many are searching
for alternative ways to access Japanese goods. Shopping
at Don Don Donki or dining at Sushiro will offer them a
pseudo tour of Japan. In this context, it is important to
note that rents in both the prime retail streets and major
shopping centres recorded a year-on-year decline of
5% in the first quarter of this year, according to a Savills
report. As rents plummet, Japanese chains have a golden
opportunity to expand into Hong Kong.
Pan Pacific Retail Management (Hong Kong) is the
operator of Don Don Donki in Hong Kong. The company’s
President and Director, Mitsuyoshi Takeuchi told Asahi
Shimbun that “many Hong Kong shoppers claim that a
stroll through the shelves of Don Don Donki makes them
feel like they have visited Japan.” It is thus unsurprising
that the three most popular stores in Hong Kong are
among the top five sales generators around the world,
even though the Hong Kong outlets are only one-third the
size of their Japanese counterparts. “Sales from the eight
stores in Hong Kong totalled 30 billion yen (HK$1.74 billion)
in 2021,” he noted. According to the company’s overseas

expansion plan, Don Don Donki aims to open 24 stores in
Hong Kong by mid-2024, adding 16 locations over the next
two years.
While the F&B business was hit hard by social distancing
rules, a recent management report released by Sushiro
stated that its Hong Kong restaurants generated a surplus in
2021. Kazuo Aratani, President of Sushiro Hong Kong, said in
an interview that the city offers a huge market opportunity.
“When we were looking for a place for expansion, we would
pick regions that share the common rice culture with
Japan,” he said. “Therefore, we come to Hong Kong.” He
added that “the city is densely populated with a high eating
out frequency. While sushi is extremely popular in Hong
Kong, we also realise that Hong Kong consumers are very
willing to spend on high quality food. That’s why this place
is a top choice for our expansion.” Sushiro is accelerating its
expansion in Hong Kong, and aims to double its restaurant
count in the city to at least 32 by the year 2024. As of June
2022, it has 16 Hong Kong outlets.
Sharing the same positive view of the market potential,
Pan Pacific Retail Management (Hong Kong) opened
its first conveyor belt sushi restaurant (SenSen Sushi)
in October 2021. SenSen Sushi boasts 90 kinds of sushi,
including bluefin tuna, and offers fish-cutting shows and
other events. Currently, it has are three outlets in Tsuen
Wan, Siu Sai Wan, and the Peak.
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Detailed market study
To some Hong Kong residents, especially women, the
Japanese drugstore Matsumoto Kiyoshi is a mustgo destination during any trip to Japan. Shopping at
Matsumoto Kiyoshi outlets in Hong Kong can bring them
a sense of nostalgia. Matsumoto Kiyoshi has thousands
of branches across Japan, often crowded with flocks of
tourists stocking up on their favourite cosmetics. In an
interview, the group’s Managing Director Yasunori Hayashi
revealed that he had been seconded to Hong Kong in
2007 to study the market.
As early as 2019, Matsumoto Kiyoshi announced on The
Nikkei, Japan’s premier financial newspaper, that Hong
Kong shoppers have consistently demonstrated a high
demand for Japanese pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, skincare,
and healthy food products, fuelling the store’s decision to
open an outlet in the city. Six percent of the company's

total income is contributed by Hong Kong shoppers,
according to the data from headquarters in Japan.
The group finally confirmed to open its first store in
2020, but yet it was delayed until 2022 due to the global
pandemic. Following the first store’s opening in apm,
Matsumoto Kiyoshi opened a two-storey store in New
Town Plaza and another store in Tuen Mun Town Plaza
which is next to Donki’s shop on the same floor. The group
also plans to open a mega store in Causeway Bay, which is
a two-storey store located at Hang Lung Center. Yasunori
Hayashi revealed in an interview their initial plan is to open
30 stores in Hong Kong.
At present, Matsumoto Kiyoshi offers 8,000 products, of
which 1,000 are exclusive and 1,000 are directly delivered
from Japan. Medicines, health food and groceries each
account for 20% of the total.

Japanese stores expanding to Hong Kong
Brands

First opened

First store

Total stores

Expansion Plan

Don Don Donki

July 2019

Mira Place,,Tsim Sha Tsui

8

24

Sushiro

August 2019

Jordan

16

32

Afternoon Tea Room

September 2019

K11 Musea, Tsim Sha Tsui

1

* no further details

Matsumoto Kiyoshi

May 2022

apm, Kwun Tong

4

30

Tenant Reshuffle
While neighbouring countries such as Japan and Korea
have fully reopened its borders to international tourism,
mandate quarantine remains in Hong Kong. In 2021, A
total of 91400 of inbound visitor arrivals to Hong Kong was
recorded in 2021, which was a significant decrease from
around 56 million in 2019. In the first four months of 2022,
number of inbound visitors totalled 16,182, down by 17.8%
over same period last year.

people’s affection for Japan. A recent example is the
regional franchise agreement between AEON Stores and
KOMEDA’s Coffee. "Experiencing the new normal under
the epidemic, the public's demand for consumer goods
and high-quality catering services has increased. In the
past year, due to market downturn and decreasing shop
rental prices, AEON Hong Kong has successfully seized
development opportunities and continued to expand the
business of specialty stores,” Isao Sugawara, Managing
Director of AEON Stores revealed in the press release.

Mall operators have been adjusting their tenant mix to
draw in more local shoppers to boost traffic and help
revive their tenants’ business that has slowed due to a
plunge in the number of inbound visitors, particularly from
mainland China.
The opening of first Matsumoto Kiyoshi store in Kwun
Tong’s apm saw long queues that snaked from the exterior
of the shop all the way to the atrium confirms a smart
move. Apart from the mega Japanese drugstore, the
newly renovated food court – Food Fiesta has housed 14
outlets while half of them are Japanese offerings.
More and more Japanese chains are expected to take a
foothold in the local market by leveraging Hong Kong

Hong Kong people can soon enjoy the famous Ogura-an toast from
Komeda’s Coffee
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Retailing in the Metaverse – Is It Exclusively Virtual?

Will metaverse replace physical retail? (Photo credit: Metamall)

Metaverse as the current buzz
In recent years, “metaverse” has become a popular
buzzword among tech giants. So, what exactly is the
metaverse? Essentially, it describes a network of 3D virtual
worlds focused on social connection. The metaverse draws
upon technologies that create augmented, virtual, or
extended reality to develop 3D virtual spaces, in which
users can interact with people around the world in different
environments. Users access the metaverse as virtual
persons called “avatars” to live a second life outside reality.
These technologies have far-reaching applications. The
convergence of technological development and industries
such as architecture, art, and video games has triggered
a rapid evolution away from traditional two-dimensional
online formats. Before long, these technologies will
proliferate across a wide range of different fields. The
metaverse will allow different virtual worlds to become
interconnected, allowing greater opportunity for crossindustry collaboration.

COVID-19 did not trigger but sped up retail
transformation
At present, the retail industry is undergoing structural
changes due to rapid technological development and the

Hong Kong Online Retail Sales

global impact of COVID-19. Retailers have consolidated
their resources and expanded into e-commerce in
order to differentiate themselves from traditional retail
offerings. This novel strategy may allow them to access
a new share of the online market and extend their sales
network as part of an “omnichannel” strategy.
However, while online retailing offers consumers many
facilities, the online shopping experience is never the
same as shopping in a physical store—at least, not within
the current online retail format.

A mall in the metaverse
The metaverse structure now hosts its first Metamall,
which offers consumers an enhanced online retail
experience. Metamall was initially conceived of as a
collaboration between the metaverse and the retail
industry, allowing users to buy, own, build, or lease virtual
real estate in the metaverse to operate retail outlets.
Within the Metamall, consumers can shop for digital and
even physical products in the form of their chosen avatar.
One of the biggest differences between the traditional
online store format and Metamall is that shoppers can
work, interact, and shop with their friends, family, retail
staff, and other shoppers. Customers can even “try on”
products on their avatars. Critically, they will be able to
feel as well as see the product. They can spend hours
with friends at a cafe in real-time without leaving home.
Conversely, the current online retail format offers a more
limited shopping experience, since consumers act in
isolation with a set of products. They cannot try anything
on until the product is delivered to their doorstep.
In addition, the metaverse offers a degree of freedom
that is unbound by the laws of physics or any building

Source: Census and Statistics Department
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regulations in the physical world. As such, brands and
corporations can experiment with novel store designs and
products, offering a more unique and immersive experience
and opening up endless creative marketing opportunities.

Retail first movers
Luxury and mass fashion brands have been the first to
enter the metaverse. For example, Christian Dior teamed
up with Meta Media to unveil a metaverse runway show
in China in April this year, which is expected to appeal to
China’s tech-savvy young consumers. Last year, Nike built
a virtual world called Nikeland in Roblox, an online gaming
platform. The virtual world includes Nike buildings, fields,
and arenas for players to compete in mini-games, as well
as a digital showroom where users can dress their avatar
in Nike products.
Selling non-fungible tokens (NFTs) has become a popular
route for fashion labels seeking to enter the metaverse. For
example, Dolce & Gabbana sold a collection of NFTs for
approximately USD 6 million, and simultaneously launched
the DGFamily NFT Community to give members exclusive
access to benefits across both the physical universe and
the metaverse.
In addition to retailers, restaurants are venturing into the
metaverse. McDonald's has filed trademark applications
over "virtual food and beverage products," including NFTs,
to "[operate] a virtual restaurant online featuring home
delivery." Consumers hanging out in the metaverse can
simply walk into a McDonald's and place an order in the
metaverse for physical delivery to their doorstep.
Meanwhile, a Hong Kong-based pet supplies retail brand,
Q-PETS, has announced that it will enter the metaverse.
The company released a series of NFTs as a first step, and
has created a place in The Sandbox for pet owners and
their pets to mingle in the metaverse without space-time
constrains.
Shopping centre owners in Hong Kong are increasingly
experimenting with the metaverse. For example, Times
Square held an NFT exhibition with AiR Metaverse, wherein
the public could purchase NFTs with non-virtual currency.
Meanwhile, Plaza Hollywood has created a game that
brings visitors to the metaverse where Plaza Hollywood
is transformed into a 3D village featuring different game
zones. The game also offers players various shopping
incentives to lure customers to spend in the physical mall.

Will the metaverse replace physical retail?

The retail landscape in Hong Kong is undergoing a
significant reform in face of disruptions caused by
technological development and COVID-19. Taken together
with the consolidation of mainland tourist spending since
2014, these factors have forced retail rents back to about
the 2003 levels, when the city was suffering under the
SARS epidemic before the Individual Visitor Scheme was
launched.

Hong Kong High Street Shop Rental Index

Source: JLL

When rentals become affordable for more diverse trades,
we believe that the demand for physical retail space is
here to stay, for the fundamental reason that the holistic
retail experience has many physical aspects. Shopping
centres are transforming into microcities that offer all
facets of human life and experience, rather than limiting
themselves to retail, dining, and entertainment.

What the metaverse is for retail, for now
So far, brands and shopping centres are using the
metaverse to develop awareness, engage consumers,
promote brand loyalty, and occasionally sell products.
A fully-realised vision of the metaverse may be still
years away, and its appeal may be limited to younger
generations in the short to medium term. Nevertheless,
it is vital to be forward-thinking, to anticipate and shape
the future. For example, without the physical limitations of
the real world, retailing in the metaverse could potentially
allow overseas retailers to develop virtual “pop-up” stores
to test the water of a potential new market without the
substantial capital investment required by a physical outlet.
More importantly, investors should direct metaverse
community members towards their physical outlets, within
the context of an omnichannel marketing approach
in which metaverse can link the various online-offline
distribution, promotion and communication channels to
shoot for a seamless and frictionless experience in the
whole shopping journey. Doing so will enable investors
to maximise results by embracing authenticity, fun,
convenience, and trust across all available channels within
the physical-virtual continuum.

With a rising number of retailers and corporations
investing in metaverse property, it seems certain that
the metaverse will have a place in the future of retail.
However, will the metaverse replace physical retail? The
decade-old prediction that e-commerce will replace
physical retail has, thus far, proven unfounded. Will the
metaverse be the same?

Cathie Chung
Senior Director of Research,
JLL Hong Kong
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New Members

Upcoming

All Board members and Honourable

Conference

members Mr. Raymond Kwok, Mr. Michael

ReThink HK 2022

Tien, Dr. Roger C.K. Chan, Professor Rebecca
L.H. Chiu, Professor Eddie C.M. Hui, Professor
Sin Yat Ming and Dr. T.M. Kwong welcome the

Stepping into its 3rd edition, ReThink HK is the city’s
most ambitious business event for sustainable
development, a large-scale, cross-sector platform
that champions ESG transformation and showcases
game-changing innovation. This year, ReThink HK
will gather 300+ expert speakers over 7 themed
Theatres /Stages.

following new members:

Fellow Member
Mr Andrew Lee
Mr Harriet Wong
Ms Michelle Hui
Mr Spencer Wong

Date: 5-6 October 2022
2-Day Pass Fee:
03 May – 04 September: Early-bird @ HK$749
05 September – 28 September: Standard @ HK$949
Promo Code: ISCMP22 (please apply at checkout)
Deadline: 28 September 2022

Full Member
Ms Alicia Tam
Mr Andy Chan Sum Wa
Ms Candy Chan

Associate Member
Ms Sharon Wong
Mr Starry Wong

For details & registration please

Membership Application
Our Membership is open to any individual
person who is a practitioner in shopping
centre industry. Students who have enrolled in
the course of shopping centre management
at HKU School of Professional and Continuing
Education (HKU Space) or other relevant
courses will also be considered.

Grade of Membership
Fellow Member
Full Member
Associate Member
Student Member

Annual Fee
HK $1650
HK $1100
HK $ 720
HK $ 280

Online application can be
completed at the following link:

www.iscm.org.hk
ISCM Secretariat Office
Contact Number | (852) 6225 5708/ (852) 3159 2907
Email | secretariat@iscm.org.hk
Address | C/O Creative Consulting Group Inc. Ltd.,
4/F., Lee Garden 3, 1 Sunning Road,
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
Website | www.iscm.org.hk
Facebook | ISCMhk

ISCM is proud to be one of the supporting organisations
of ReThink HK 2022.

click

Seminar
New Era of Proptech, Fintech,
Blockchain & ESG
This seminar is recognised by the Property Management
Services Authority as a 2-hour CPD and is classified
as a "Core Professional Practice" content area and a
"Formal" learning mode.
Speaker: A ndre Leung (Founder & CEO, Aereve) &
Emil Chan (Chairman, The Association of
Cloud and Mobile Computing Professionals)
Date: 18 August 2022
Time: 730-930pm
Fee: Complimentary
Venue: G
 rand Hall, Duke Of Windsor Social Services
Building, 15 Hennessy Rd, Wan Chai
For registration, please

click

你準備好應對危機了嗎？ (no English title)
Speaker: Mr CF Kwan (Former Director of Corporate
Communications & Investor Relations, Hang Lung
Properties)
Date: 15 September 2022
Details to be announced

